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Dear Mr. Hogl, 

POSTAL ADDRESS - ADRESSE POSTALE : UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. 10017 

CABLE ADDRESS - ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE: UNATIONS NEWYORK 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL 

CABINET DU SECRETAIRE GENERAL 

11 September 2015 

On behalf of the Secretary-General, I would like to thank you for your 
letter dated 5 August 201 5, inviting him to participate in a new intercultural 
and interreligious forum for an inclusive dialogue in the Middle East, to be held 
in New York in September 2015. 

- - --· · ~ 

The Secretary-General appreciates your kind invitation. Unfortunately, 
I regret to inform you that he will be unable to attend, in view of prior 
commitments and pressing demands already on his schedule during the said 
period. Neve1i heless, allow me to take this opportunity to convey·his best 
wishes. 

Mr. Stefan Hogl 
Mediterranum Religions for 

Peace in the Middle East 
Niederaichbach 
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From: 

To: 

Cc: 

Response to Invitation to the Secretary-General:- invitation to participate in a 
new intercultural and interreligious forum for an inclusive dialogue in the 
Middle East, New York, in September 2015 
Daw Yi Mon Aung to: Contact 11/09/201510:08 PM 
C . Alexandra Barahona Posada, Mary Sack, G. Cucinotta, Mattia Villa, 

c. Rommel Maranan, Jackilyn Punsal, Amy Kyaw, Benjamin Knight 

Daw Yi Mon Aung/NY/UNO 

Contact@Mediterranum.org 

Alexandra Barahona Posada/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Mary Sack/NY/UNO@UNHQ, G. 
Cucinotta/NY/UNO@UNHQ. Mattia Villa/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Rommel 
Maranan/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Jackilyn Punsai/NY/UNO@UNHQ, Amy Kyaw/NY/UNO@UNHQ, 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Please find attached scan of formal communication from the Executive Office of the Secretary-General to 
Mr. Stefan Hogl, Mediterranum Religions for Peace in the Middle East, regarding the above-mentioned 

subject. 

The original has been sent via mail. Kindly confirm receipt of this email. 

Yours sincerely, 

Daw Yi Man Aung 

Scheduling Office of the Secretary-General 
Executive Office of the Secretary-General 
United Nations Headquarters 
Room S-3805 
(212) 963-1327 
aungd@un.org 

20150911211141.pdf 
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www.Mediterranum.international -c/o Dr. Stefan Hog/ - Wimm 5 - D-84100 Niederaichboch - Germany 

Phone: +49171 530 3263 - Fox: +49 8707 939 9912 - E-Mail: Contoct@Mediterranum.org 

Niederaichbach/Germany, sth of August 2015 

General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon 
at The United Nations ACTION ri.J.JT 

COPY ~.ft-· 760 United Nations Plaza 
Manhattan, NY 10017 
USA 

New Historic Vatican Initiative for an inclusive Dialogue in the Middle East 

' 
Most respected General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon, 

' first let me send you my very best wishes from Bavaria, Southern Germany! 

Today's letter is dedicated to a single, but very sincere initiative, in the continued spirit of 

, the 2014 Vatican Peace Prayer, which was attended by President Mahmud Abbas and 

former President Shimon Peres: An inclusive intercultural and interreligious forum with the 

potential to build bridges over the deadlocked political process in the Middle East. 

Since you have made enormous efforts and contributions to support the Middle East peace 

process, you may be interested to participate in the new initiative or at least send a message. 

of support. 
.,.. 

In the current historic moment, a rare combination of challenges and chances are 

culminating, strongly recommending a new initiative: 

On the one side the political process is deadlocked: More than two decades after the 

Madrid initiative the mainly politically oriented negotiation process has reached a 

dead end. Daily politics and tactics are the biggest obstacle to a permanent solution. 

Further, religious and ethnic conflicts have spilled over: The various tensions in the 

Middle East have overlapped the Arab-Israeli conflict. Instead of final status talks and 

a comprehensive solution, the containment of further ·escalations has become a 

priority. 



This overall deterioration urgently requires an initiative with a new perspective not limited 

on the current political lines of confrontation and negotiation, but within the framework of 

~in 'anjllfii!~ive, il'ltercultural and interreligious forum, which may offer new ways of dialogue 
..,.,""'" __ .., ...... ,.._.,.., .... and ~n"d";';st;;ding between different people, religions and traditions. Scholars, intellectuals 

and religious leaders from all sides shall participate in such forum, aimed to promote 

confidence and mutual respect. 

At the moment, there is .a historic chance to open the doors for peace in the Middle East: 

A new spirit of diplomacy has followed the Iran Nuclear Agreement. After decades of 

confrontation a moment of detente can be felt for the first time. There is a real hope 

to include Iran and other parties to an inclusive process based on religious and civil 

dialogue, despite their objections towards Israel. 

Finally, the historic momentum of the 70th birthday of the United Nations in 

September offers the chance to initiate a new forum to take care of problems that 

were left unresolved by the UN: A United Nations for Religions, as it is the aim of 

many interreligious organizations and also proposed by Shimon Peres last year, 

initiated in front of a global audience. 

Most respected General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon:. With this initiative on the sidelines of 'UN 

celebrations a new and decisive chapter for dialogue could be opened. We have already 

urged Cardinal Secretary Pietro Parolin, who mediated the US-Cuban rapprochement, for his 

support. We have also - informed President Mahmoud Abbas, Shimon Peres, both 

participants in last year's Vatican Peace Prayer, to serve the new forum as founding 

members. In addition, we will contact a few members of the past peace process to voice 

their support. 

Once announced in New York - hopefully with your presence - the new initiative may be 

continued at_ ~ neutral place. A first meeting might take place in the Pope's titular saint's 

home Assisi because of its history of interreligious meetings. 

Dear Mr. General Secretary: If there was ever a historic and symbolic date, than it is th is 

September at the United Nations, and if this historic initiative shall have a long-term success, 

than it must be started by the Pope, President Abbas and Shimon Peres. If however you, Mr. 

General Secretary, a corner stone of the peace process, might take place;-this would give the 

initiative even more authority: You as the GS of the political United Nations! 

At least, a message of support and recommendation for the initiative would be very 

welcome! It is my sincere hopethat you may support and realize this initiative and I would 

be glad to hear from you soon. My thoughts and prayers are with you. 

With very best wishes from Germany 

.. .. 
•, 



The conflict in the Middle East originates in a historic 
combination of religious and political causes. Therefor the search 
for a permanent solution shall not be limited on political 
negotiations. 

The Middle East is the home to three monotheistic world 
religions. A comprehensive and inclusive peace process shall 
respect these religious dimensions and invite representatives of 
various confessions to a common search for a future approach. 
Religions may build a bridge, where politicians see unbridgeable 
obstacles and thus have a constructive influence on those 
responsible for political decisions. 

With this initiative comes the appeal to politicians and religious 
leaders in the region to take the Vatican P€_..ace Prayer as an 
example for further interreligious and cross-cultural meetings. 
We are all looking forward to a continuation of the process 
started in June 2014, urgently waiting for the .Vatican Peace 
Prayer II, hopefully succeeded one day by a "United Nations for 
Religions" as a permanent forum for dialogue in the Middle East 
and throughout the world. 
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